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FRUIT AND VEG FITTINGS
Your vegetable department is a colourful sea of goodies – let it 
be a contact source of culinary inspiration for your customers 
by changing it with the seasons. With our fittings you will have 
the best conditions to create flexible, seasonal sales areas that 
generate additional sales. 

Our standard materials can be found on page 3.

Possible combination of 2-tier fruit tables
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FRUIT TABLE AROMA
Flexible and simple fruit table available in 3 different sizes. A 
2-tier table in two different depths and a 3-tier model. The table is 
designed to create a neutral base with maximum display  
possibilities.

You can easily change the appearance of the tables by simply 
changing the table front to another type of wood. In this way, you 
can cost-effectively change the appearance when there is wear 
and tear, or for other reasons.

Shallow 2-tier

2-tier

3-tier

FRUITS AND VEG
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-IG900001-998

-IG900045-998

INTERIOR CATALOG

Table sections AROMA

Table sections in three diffrent depths. Available as start and 
 follow-up. Can accommodate a total of two grey crates in  width 
and in depth, one per tier. (Grey crates with the dimensions 
400x600 mm.)  

ART. NO.   DESCRIPTION   WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

SHALLOW 2-TIER

-IG920001-998  Fruit table 2-tier shallow start 1225 788 1040

-IG920003-998  Fruit table 2-tier shallow follow-up 1211 788 1040

2-TIER

-IG900001-998  Fruit table 2-tier start  1225 892 1040 

-IG900003-998  Fruit table 2-tier follow-up  1211 892 1040

3-TIER

-IG900004-998  Fruit table 3-tier start  1225 1218 1148

-IG900005-998  Fruit table 3-tier follow-up  1211 1218 1148

Do not forget to order end panels!

Wooden end panels AROMA

To create a stylish end to the fruit table, there are designed right 
and left end panels. End panels are also used if one wants to use a 
end panel display.

ART. NO.   DESCRIPTION   WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

SHALLOW 2-TIER

-IG900045-998  End panel 2-tier shallow  Left  41 827 1193

-IG900046-998  End panel 2-tier shallow  Right  41 827 1193

2-TIER

-IG900040-998  End panel 2-tier   Left  41 964 1271

-IG900041-998  End panel 2-tier   Right  41 964 1271

3-TIER

-IG900043-998  End panel 3-tier   Left  41 1323 1478

-IG900044-998  End panel 3-tier   Right  41 1323 1478
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-IG900016-998

End panel display AROMA

End panel display that is placed at the end  panel of 2 joined fruit 
tables. End panel display with 4 trays that are made for banana 
sales. The bananas lie in a rounded cradle made of sheet metal to 
be gentle for the banana. The banana insert can also be removed 
if one wants to display other products

ART. NO.   DESCRIPTION   WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

SHALLOW 2-TIER

-IG920017-998  End panel display 2-tier shallow 1576 802 1093

2-TIER

-IG900017-998  End panel display 2-tier  1846 936 1151

3-TIER

-IG900016-998  End panel display 3-tier  2538 1350 1283

FRUITS AND VEG
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IG300001

-IG900042-016

-VG300076-016

ACCESSORIES FRUIT TABLE

Shelf

Shelf that covers the gap when you place 2 tables back to back. 
It also works well for placing 2 additional fruit crates next to each 
other between the tables.

IG300001

WIDTH:	 1200 mm
DEPTH:	 300 mm
HEIGHT:	 60 mm

This product is used with both fruit table models.

Top chute

Top chute that covers the gap when you place 2 tables back to 
back.

-IG900042-016

WIDTH:	 1200 mm
DEPTH:	 481 mm
HEIGHT:	 336 mm

This product is used with both fruit table models.

Top shelf

Top shelf with stand for start and follow section.

ART.NR.   BENÄMNING   BREDD DJUP HÖJD

-VG300076-016  Top shelf start

-VG300077-016  Top shelf follow-up

This product is used with both fruit table models.

FRUITS AND VEG
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VG200002

-VG300035

IG200001
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Front

Clear PET fronts for the fruit tables. The front provides the 
possibility of a higher load at the front edge of the table and it 
also prevents fruit from falling off the table.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION   WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT THICKN.

-MG 100150  Front fruit table   1200 120 270 4

VG200003  Front end panel display shallow 740 120 324 8

VG200002  Front end panel display deep 1000 120 324 6

NXT200003  Front reversible    1200 270 100 6

Edging strip for price display

Edging strip for price display that is hung on the front edge of 
the fruit table to place labels (height 140 mm). The strip covers 
the front of the grey crate and creates a more uniform and stylish 
expression.

 -VG300035

WIDTH:	 1200 mm
DEPTH:	 180 mm
HEIGHT:	 210 mm

Do not forget to order MG 100150 – Front fruit table if you want a higher load possibility at the front 
edge of the table.

Dividers

Various clear PET dividers that are best used between fruit crates/
cartons to, for example, distinguish between different  
kinds of fruit.

ART. NO.   DESCRIPTION   WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

IG200001   Divider     120 410 270

CG200311   Divider fruit table shallow (2 tier) 100 820 310

CG200310   Divider fruit table deep (3 tier) 100 1220 310
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-CFG300200

VG300169

Bag holder for slatwall

Metal bag holder for 1 roll of bags that is attached to shelves with 
slatwalls.

VG300169

WIDTH: 75 mm
DEPTH: 121 mm
HEIGHT: 245 mm

Display tray incl. dome

An exclusive solution for tasting sessions or unit sales at your  
fruit table. The dome is made of moulded acrylic and can easily  
be removed and cleaned.

-CFG300200

DIAMETER:		 350 mm
DEPTH (DOME):		120 mm
HEIGHT:		 	 430 mm

FRUITS AND VEG
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-VG100400-998

-VG100411-998

VG300412

ICE DISPLAY KYLIG
Robust display trolley on wheels with the possibility of ice cooling. 
Stainless steel tray with drainage and a collection container 
equipped with a tap for easy emptying. The trolley also comes 
equipped with 2 bag holders and 2 price label holders.
More information about KYLIG on page 60.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

-VG100400-998 Ice display KYLIG    945 720 860

-VG300411  Juice stepper shelf KYLIG for ice display 944 719 507

-VG100411-998 Ice display KYLIG incl. ice stepper shelf 945 720 1342

ACCESSORIES:

VG300412  Stainless shelf KYLIG for slatwall  850 111 53

MA 200006  Plastic pocket  A4 for slatwall  A4

MA 200007  Plastic pocket  A5 for slatwall  A5

ICE DISPLAY
Art. no. -VG100400

FRUITS AND VEG
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Wonderfully thirst-quenching!

Ice Display KYLIG with Juice Stepper Shelf (-VG100411). Offer your 
customers a refreshing, freshly squeezed juice or a delicious and 
super healthy smoothie! The ice bed provides a dramatic and fresh 
display of for example fruit and veg, smoothies and soft drinks. If you 
currently do not want to use the is function,  
it also works well as a sloping shelf for other high-margin products.

• Stepper shelf and tray in stainless steel.

• Robust construction with lockable wheels.

• Concealed stainless collector for meltwater with a tap – just place 

KYLIG at a floor drain and open the tap to drain the meltwater.

• Included accessories: Juice stepper shelf with associated clamps for 

price/table of content, 2 label pockets (210x80) and 2 bag holders.

• Easy-to-replace wooden fronts.

WIDTH:	 945 mm
DEPTH:	 720 mm
HEIGHT:	 860 mm		(1345 mm	incl.	juice	stepper	shelf)

SAMPLING SHELF

Slatwall FOR HANGERS

JUICE STEPPER SHELF
Art. no. -VG300411

CLAMP FOR PRICE/ 
INGREDIENTS.

REFRESHING!
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-VG900309-998

Slatwall FOR HANGERS

MIRRORED WALL
A well-stocked fruit table in combination with a mirrored wall creates an entire wall of 
colourful products that your fruit and vegetable department offers.

Wall sections 3-tiered

Mirrored wall adapted to the 3-tiered table. The mirror is divided 
into 6 sections and includes lighting.

ART. NO.   DESCRIPTION   WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

-VG900309-998  Mirrored wall Start section  1225 2127 2759

-VG900310-998  Mirrored wall Follow-up section 1212 2127 2759

3-tier fruit table in combination with a mirrored wall and end panels.

FRUITS AND VEG
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-VG900301-998

VG100021-998

INTERIOR CATALOG

Wall sections standalone

Standalone mirrored wall that can be used with other types of 
tables. The mirror is divided into 6 sections and includes lighting.

ART. NO.   DESCRIPTION   WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

-VG900301-998  Mirrored wall Standalone Start  1225 2127 2759

-VG900302-998  Mirrored wall Standalone Follow-up 1212 2127 2759

End panels

End panels with mirrors – frame and complete the mirrored wall in 
a neat way.

ART. NO.   DESCRIPTION   WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

VG100021-998  Mirrored wall end panel Left 1225 2127 2759

VG100022-998  Mirrored wall end panel Right 1212 2127 2759
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MG 300201

VG300046-016

KF100011

ACCESSORIES
The accessories that do not only generate additional sales but 
also 
simplifies things for both your staff and your customers.

Bag holder

BAG STAND FOR ROLLS OF BAGS
Standalone stand with holder for 18 rolls of bags.

MG 300201

WIDTH:	 460 mm
DEPTH:	 370 mm
HEIGHT:	 1850 mm

BAG HOLDER FOR GREY CRATE
Simple and easy-to-use bag holder that you clamp directly on to 
the grey crate.

VG300046-016

WIDTH:	 120 mm
DEPTH:	 120 mm
HEIGHT:	 265 mm

Display

DISPLAY BOXES
Wooden display boxes that allow for many 
display possibilities and create a great ambience.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

KF100008  Display box

KF100009  Display box

KF100011  Display box for grey crate   600 400 194

FRUITS AND VEG
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CPE100100-000

-SH 580010
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DISPLAY BARREL
Display barrels made of untreated wood that are used as product 
dumb bins and create a great ambience. Delivered with a false 
bottom.

ART. NO.   DESCRIPTION   SIZE

CPE100100-000  Display barrel   60 litres

Price communication

PRICE SIGN
Very flexible price sign i A4 format.

-SH 580010

WIDTH:	 217 mm
DEPTH:	 8 mm
HEIGHT:	 305 mm
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